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State of DNS Security

The Domain Name System (DNS) forms the single largest threat vector for every company. As the 

“phone book of the internet”, accessing DNS occurs thousands of times each day on every internet-

connected device. Because DNS is distributed and minimally regulated, it has become a playground for 

bad actors looking to breach your company’s systems, execute  and , 

, and  innocent users.



Roughly 70% of cybersecurity attacks involve the DNS layer in some way. A recent study—The 

Economic Impact of DNS Security1—estimated that nearly 35% of data breaches could be stopped by 

implementing DNS security. In early 2021 the NSA and CISA released guidance2 recommending that 

companies of all sizes implement a protective DNS (PDNS) strategy, and PDNS has become increasingly 

important to achieving CMMC compliance—required for contracting federally, as well as compliance 

with cybersecurity best practices for any business.

malware ransomware exfiltrate 

data scam

1 https://www.globalcyberalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/GCA-DNS-Security-Report.pdf

2 https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/current-activity/2021/03/04/joint-nsa-and-cisa-guidance-strengthening-cyber-defense-through

3 https://www.globalcyberalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/GCA-DNS-Security-Report.pdf

The Purpose of This Report

This benchmark report is intended to provide businesses and organizations a guide to selecting the 

best DNS security provider among multiple options in the marketplace today. 



Though DNSFilter is the sponsor of this report, we have conducted our tests impartially, and highlight 

the pros and cons of each piece of software in the market. 


The following DNS security tools were tested for this report�

� DNSFilte$

� Cisco Umbrell5

� Bitdefende$

� Cloudflare Team9

� WebTitan



According to Orbis Research3 the DNS security software market will be worth more than $334M in 

2025 and has a CAGR of 16.5%, mostly dominated by growth in the cloud-based segment. We believe 

the players above constitute the majority of the B2B market of DNS security software and protective 

DNS products. Although other products do offer DNS security or web filtering as an add-on feature, we 

elected to test tools that are actively marketing and selling a standalone DNS security solution.


https://www.globalcyberalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/GCA-DNS-Security-Report.pdf
https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/current-activity/2021/03/04/joint-nsa-and-cisa-guidance-strengthening-cyber-defense-through
https://www.globalcyberalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/GCA-DNS-Security-Report.pdf
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Product Efficacy & Development 

Momentum

G2 performs a complete assessment of DNS security and secure web gateway software each year. The 

results of the assessment are based on third-party feedback from verified users. G2 uses star ratings to 

determine overall satisfaction, and uses natural language processing to determine the nature of the 

reviews. In 2021, DNSFilter has been named the No. 1 Momentum Leader.

DNSFilter is repeatedly ranked by G2 users as the most implementable solution, as well as the one with 

the best support. We rank high in the G2 quadrant because we care about our customers. We continue 

to iterate on our product, launching new security features as we identify room for growth.
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Threat Detection Performance

Testing Methods

The most important element of DNS security is protection against sites that can cause harm or covertly 

infiltrate your network. Millions of sites are newly registered each month. Our AI identifies roughly 22% 

of them as malicious or suspicious. However, these sites represent an existential threat to your 

business, they are a moving target. Zero-day threats are often only live for a few days at most before 

they are identified, cataloged, and decommissioned.



Our testing methods ensure that zero-day threats are scanned and identified correctly even during the 

short windows they are alive. Here is a quick overview of how testing is performed:

7L Generate a 48-hour lookback list of the top 1,000 most dangerous threat domains in the categories 

of: Botnet, Malware, and Phishing & Deception from the DNSFilter networY

UL Compare these domains to best-in-class industry lists such as VirusTotal or Scamadviser to 

validate accuracy of DNSFilter resulto

KL Generate another 48-hour lookback list of the top 1,000 domains in the categories of:

UL Adult Content, Drugs, Gambling, P2P & Illegal, Terrorism & Hate, and Weapono

$L Configure the policy on the test subject to block against specified categorieo

#L Verify traffic capture is actively routing through the test subjeci

>L Perform DNS lookup on domains to simulate traffic while safeguarding our internal networko

"L Eliminate domains containing any error code from the analysio

)L Check domains for signs of a block on the test subject using proprietary block/allow detectioa

 L View and record blocked domains from the test subject
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Malware

Malware represents roughly 50% of the threats identified on our network. Malware broadly refers to 

“malicious software.” Ransomware is a type of malware. The types of malware identified by DNSFilter 

fall into 5 main categories!

K 33% command and contro)

K 25% spyware and keyloggin�

K 24% data exfiltratio�

K 3% rootki5

K 16% other



Malware sites often launch code immediately upon loading the site, so protection before the user can 

open the webpage is crucial. When testing against competitors we found that only one protected from 

more than 50% of known malware sites. With the incidence of ransomware and spyware on the rise, this 

gap in their identification and blocking capabilities of the most common type of DNS-based threat is 

concerning for any business relying on DNS protection.




In a 48-hour period, we blocked over 8,000 malware domains, but the top 100 represent 97% of blocks. 

The top 100 most trafficked malware sites were blocked more than 164,000 times. Of these sites, 

competitors blocked just 44% on average. Identifying and blocking these top malware sites is crucial.


DNSFilter & VirusTotal Agreement 91%

Rank

1

3

2

4

Company

Cisco Umbrella 78.8% 21.2%

Cloudflare Teams 49.6% 50.4%

WebTitan 37.1% 62.9%

Bitdefender 24.8% 75.2%

Blocked Allowed

Top 100 most visited malware sites

Rank

1

3

2

4

Company

Cisco Umbrella 86.9% 13.1%

Cloudflare Teams 39.9% 60.1%

WebTitan 37.1% 62.9%

Bitdefender 13.3% 86.7%

Blocked Allowed

Because of the way we performed this test, we are only using domains that matched between 

DNSFilter and VirusTotal. Thus, DNSFilter blocks 100% across all categories in the following 

breakdown. This is why we opted to omit DNSFilter from the breakdown. In cases where we do 

address DNSFilter having a lower score, that refers to a mismatch between what DNSFilter found 

and what VirusTotal agreed with.
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Botnet

Botnets are used in malware attacks by cybercriminals to turn a network of devices into a collection of 

individual bots that can obfuscate traffic and allow a single-point of contact to control an array of 

devices. 

Rank

1

3

2

4

Company

Cloudflare Teams 75.8% 24.2%

Bitdefender 67.5% 32.5%

WebTitan 30.9% 69.1%

Cisco Umbrella 0% 100%

Blocked Allowed

Although they represent a small percentage of the threats we see on our network they are extremely 

dangerous as they likely indicate that a user’s computer has become infected with malware.



As you can see, two competitors performed relatively well, blocking around 75% of known botnet-

hosting sites. But WebTitan blocked just 32%, and Cisco Umbrella did not identify any known botnet 

sites. This is of particular concern considering that 

, which means that all sites we tested were known and publicly identified as 

malicious at the time.

DNSFilter and VirusTotal were in 100% agreement 

with our list of botnet sites

Phishing & Deception

Phishing and deception sites are different from sites that host malicious code. They use social 

engineering to trick users into giving up sensitive information that is then used to hack into other 

accounts, access users’ email or bank accounts, or is simply sold on the dark web.

Because most DNS security products use static feeds, this makes them very poor at identifying 

phishing sites. Phishing sites work very hard to seem legitimate, and they are not often reported as 

threats to well-known feeds; machine learning and image scanning are essential to their identification. 

No competitor caught more than 20% of sites that we know to be phishing sites.



Phishing sites represent roughly 14% of blocked threats on our network. A product performing at even 

the level of Cloudflare Teams would be allowing users to access nearly 260,000 phishing sites daily.


1

3

2

4

Cloudflare Teams 16.3% 83.7%

Cisco Umbrella 4.3% 95.7%

Bitdefender 4.2% 95.8%

WebTitan 3.2% 96.8%

Allowed
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Overall Threat Blocking Performance

BotNet MALWARE phishing & deception

Bitdefender

Cloudflare

Umbrella

WebTitan

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

The following graph shows the efficacy of each platform by threat type. As you can see, Cisco Umbrella 

is the best at blocking malware, while Bitdefender and Cloudflare are more adept at catching botnet 

threats. WebTitan easily performs the weakest in each of these categories, and is the poorest at 

categorizing phishing and deception. Note that DNSFilter (compared to VirusTotal) is used as a 

benchmark, so all threats tested on the other platforms were correctly identified as threats on the 

DNSFilter network.



4 https://www.computerworld.com/article/2552938/sensitive-data-leaking-onto-p2p-networks.html

5 https://portswigger.net/daily-swig/p2p-mobile-file-transfer-apps-open-to-attacks-researchers-find
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Content Filtering Performance

In addition to threat protection, our AI is continuously scanning the web and categorizing all content. We 

keep our policy configuration simple for our end users by providing 36 categories to choose from (with 

options for block and allow lists, which are not taken into account here). We use both IAB categories 

and a list of the 36 most commonly blocked categories to make policy development easier. Below is a 

quick snapshot of competitor performance of content identification. Because the following content are 

not threats, we did not compare ourselves to VirusTotal or other third parties in this comparison.

Adult Content

Peer-to-Peer & Illegal

Considering that adult content is the most commonly blocked non-threat category on our network, we 

were surprised at the relatively poor performance of major DNS filtering tools in this category. 


Although sites that host peer-to-peer sharing downloads are themselves innocuous, peer-to-peer tools 

are often a conduit for infecting machines or hosting illegal content. P2P sites have a historically bad 

reputation and have contributed to data leaks as far back as 20074.  In one 2020 study5, vulnerabilities 

were found in P2P apps that enabled threat actors to easily “hijack transfer sessions”. However, the 

traditional risk is that malware is hidden in a seemingly benign file. Once this software is installed it can 

be tremendously difficult to block its usage, so disallowing the sites where it is downloaded is highly 

recommended for any security professional.

Rank

1

3

2

4

Company

WebTitan 81% 19%

Cloudflare Teams 78.2% 21.8%

Bitdefender 60.4% 39.6%

Cisco Umbrella 44.4% 55.6%

Blocked Allowed

Rank

1

3

2

4

Company

Cisco Umbrella 88.4% 11.6%

WebTitan 76.5% 23.5%

Bitdefender 25.7% 74.3%

Cloudflare Teams 14.8% 85.2%

Blocked Allowed

https://www.computerworld.com/article/2552938/sensitive-data-leaking-onto-p2p-networks.html
https://portswigger.net/daily-swig/p2p-mobile-file-transfer-apps-open-to-attacks-researchers-find
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Terrorism & Hate

Weapons

Terrorism and Hate sites are a relatively new category we developed in 2019 due to growing demand 

from consumers who wanted to keep their employees from accessing controversial material on 

workplace machines. Although all competitors have dedicated categories for this type of material, none 

of them blocked more than 50%. 

Across the board, competitors performed relatively well in identification of sites that allow for the 

purchase of weapons. These sites can be some of the easiest to identify due to their eCommerce 

nature and use of easy-to-scan keywords like “guns” or “explosives.”


Despite the high marks across the board in this category, Bitdefender still allows nearly 45% of 

weapons sites when that category is enabled in their software.



Rank

1

3

2

4

Company

WebTitan 45.3% 54.7%

Bitdefender 29% 71%

Cisco Umbrella 28.8% 71.2%

Cloudflare Teams 14% 86%

Blocked Allowed

Rank

1

3

2

4

Company

WebTitan 74.2% 25.8%

Cloudflare Teams 68.1% 31.9%

Cisco Umbrella 63.1% 36.9%

Bitdefender 55.5% 44.5%

Blocked Allowed
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Drugs

Gambling

Our Drugs category includes any site that focuses on selling, discussing, or glorifying controlled 

substances—alcohol and tobacco products excluded. This includes any forums dedicated to discussing 

drugs, as well as blogs and personal sites used for that purpose.

Cisco Umbrella and Bitdefender performed similarly in this category, both largely unable to determine 

sites that deal with drugs.

Gambling is another category in which everyone performed well. Most companies block gambling sites 

as they can be distractions or time wasters. But they can also be a gateway to phishing scams, as 

malicious ads with too-good-to-be-true deals can do well on these types of sites.

Rank

1

3

2

4

Company

WebTitan 67.7% 32.3%

Cloudflare Teams 60.8% 39.2%

Bitdefender 22.2% 77.8%

Cisco Umbrella 21.9% 78.1%

Blocked Allowed

Rank

1

3

2

4

Company

Cloudflare Teams 89% 11%

Cisco Umbrella 86.9% 13.1%

WebTitan 86% 14%

Bitdefender 65.1% 34.9%

Blocked Allowed



Network Speed Performance

DNSPerf is a third-party DNS performance and comparison tool6 that ranks 

DNS resolvers, worldwide, by speed, uptime, and quality of service. They 

perform checks every minute from locations around the world using IPv4.



Because WebTitan and Fortinet do not use an Anycast network, their 

performance is not measured by DNSPerf. 



Note: The benefit of an Anycast network is that if any component of your 

network goes down, from node to server, a second network will take over and 

loss of service will not occur. Lacking this means one bad node can take 

down your whole infrastructure. Anycast provides low latency for your 

network, so your DNS traffic will always travel to the nearest geo-located 

node, while services without Anycast could send your DNS requests 

thousands of miles away.


While millisecond differences between DNS resolvers will not likely be 

noticeable to an individual end user (and are often dependent upon individual 

ISP speeds), global speed and reliability should be a core feature of your DNS 

security product.

6 https://www.dnsperf.com/#!dns-resolvers,North%20America

Anycast provides low latency for your network, so your DNS traffic will always 

travel to the nearest geo-located node, while services without Anycast could 

send your DNS requests thousands of miles away.



One key thing to note is the investment that resolvers make in network speed 

over time. Over the past 12 months, DNSFilter has decreased resolver speed 

by more than 10ms worldwide, while Cisco Umbrella remains over 22ms in all 

regions.

1 NextDNS 10.96 ms

10.99 ms

11.66 ms

South America

2 Cloudflare

3 DNSFilter

1 DNSFilter 6.9 ms

7.78 ms

10.25 ms

North America

2 Cloudflare

3 Cisco Umbrella

1 Cloudflare 8.33 ms

12.35 ms

15.68 ms

Europe

2 DNSFilter

3 Cisco Umbrella

1 NextDNS 4.93 ms

5.78 ms

13.19 ms

Oceania

2 DNSFilter

3 Cloudflare

1 NextDNS 29.73 ms

29.96 ms

30.85 ms

Asia

2 DNSFilter

3 Cloudflare

1 Cloudflare 18.72 ms

21.77 ms

22.11 ms

Africa

2 DNSFilter

3 NextDNS

20

15

0

SET 2020 NOV 2020 JAN 2021 MAR 2021 MAY 2021 JUL 2021

25

11

https://www.dnsperf.com/#!dns-resolvers,North%20America
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Implementation

DNSFilter was named #1 for ease of deployment—90% of DNSFilter customers have the product fully 

deployed in less than one week. When it comes to products like Cisco Umbrella, 20% of full 

deployments are still not complete after 6 months. 

Ease of Setup Implementation Time User Adoption Other Factors SCORE

Cisco 

umbrella
7.47

DNSFilter 9.00

CIRA DNS


Firewall
8.59

Open DNS


Personal Int...
8.39

Webroot DNS


Protection
8.09

Web Titan


Web Filter
8.41
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“Provides client level installation for DNS filtering when outside of the building. 

Complements EndPoint and Firewall web filtering by processing all DNS 

requests through an active filter to help stop malware distribution.



We can distribute the product uniquely using RMM to each customer and 

management and controls are [unique to each customer].”

“I love the simplicity, and logical layout for configuring customer portals and 

whitelabelling the solution is very desirable. I've tried a handful of other similar 

solutions but none of them came close to working as effectively as DNSFilter 

here in Australia, nor as simple to navigate or configure. This has been hands 

down my pick of the bunch!”

DNSFilter beats other solutions by a half point for ease of implementation. Of particular note is strong 

performance in the “Other Factors” category. This includes things like general impression of the 

company, working relationship, feature innovation, and support. Some quality-of-life features 

highlighted in G2 reviews include:


“Not having to worry about maintaining hardware anymore is a nice plus. But, 

once we signed up for the trial, I was impressed with the options available. 

Besides the typical categories, it's worth noting that you can schedule different 

levels of filtering at different times of day and cause major search engines, like 

Google, to use their Safe Search results. There are some experimental options 

available that I found intriguing, such as the "interstitial Page Feature," which 

pauses and performs a real-time automated classification on domains that are 

being accessed for the first time.”

Director of Technology

Service Manager

Technical Support Proprietor

https://www.g2.com/products/dnsfilter/reviews/dnsfilter-review-5080652
https://www.g2.com/products/dnsfilter/reviews/dnsfilter-review-4867672
https://www.g2.com/products/dnsfilter/reviews/dnsfilter-review-4739778
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Why DNS Security Matters

Overall, cybercrime has continued to grow year over year. The proliferation of digital crime can be 

traced to several trends. Most notably: the rise of cryptocurrency, making large ransomware payments 

untraceable, and the shift to remote work due to COVID-19, creating new vulnerabilities in previously 

closed corporate systems.

The number of DNS-based threats detected by DNSFilter®’s domain intelligence tool has grown 

significantly in the past 12 months. In September 2020 we blocked nearly 10 million threats per month. 

In September 2021 we blocked more than 20 million.

Businesses of all sizes must be more security conscious than ever, and should put in place a layered 

approach that includes DNS protection. This outer-most layer of the security stack can be implemented 

in minutes and can immediately eliminate one-third of threats, while providing additional benefits such 

as content filtering and increased internet speeds.

Average Monthy Threats Blocked ( in Millions)

Percentage of Organizations Compromised By At Least One Successful Cyber Attack

61.9%

2014 2015

70.5%

2016

75.6%

2017

79.2%

2018

77.2%

2019

78.0%

2020

80.7%

2021

86.2%
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CISA Checklist for Protective DNS


In 2021, the NSA (National Security Agency) and CISA (Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security 

Agency) published a guide to Protective DNS Service (PDNS)7. This is not the first time in 2021 alone 

that the NSA has made a recommendation related to enterprise-grade DNS. Strong endorsements for a 

DNS-focused security layer from government agencies are leading indicators of broader trends. For 

both public and private entities, looking to create a barrier between employees and malicious sites using 

DNS protection is becoming a standard.



The NSA/CISA list of providers includes only providers which currently provide DNS filtering and PDNS 

services to large government entities. It did not assess actual performance, nor did it consider multiple 

providers that do not work with government agencies. Below is a breakdown of how DNSFilter fully 

meets the requirements of the NSA/CISA’s feature list.


Feature

Blocks malware domains 

Malware Domain Generation Algorithm (DGA) protection

Content filtering

Web interface dashboard

Validates DNSSEC

Enables customizable policies by group, device, or network

DoH/DoT capable

Deploys across hybrid architectures

Supports API access for SIEM integration or custom analytics

Blocks phishing domains

Leverages machine learning or other heuristics to 

augment threat feeds

Schedule a meeting with one of our technical experts.

Book a demo

BOOK A DEMO

7 https://media.defense.gov/2021/Mar/03/2002593055/-1/-1/0/CSI_PROTECTIVE%20DNS_UOO117652-21.PDF

https://www.dnsfilter.com/
https://www.dnsfilter.com/book-a-live-demo
https://media.defense.gov/2021/Mar/03/2002593055/-1/-1/0/CSI_PROTECTIVE%20DNS_UOO117652-21.PDF

